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Delivering cutting-edge pharmacy software created by  
pharmacists, for pharmacists.

Script Assist & Compound  
Assist Pharmacy Software  
Systems by RS Software

Company Background
What started as a quest by one pharmacist on a mission to 
discover pharmacy software that truly worked with his unique 
practice, ended with the realization that if  a pharmacist truly 
wanted software a pharmacist would want, a pharmacist would 
need to write that software. Soon afterwards, this pharmacist 
realized that his was not the only unique pharmacy practice. 
In fact, every pharmacy owner was innovative in their own 
way and each wanted features in their software that could help 
them harness these innovations. Thus, RS Software was born, 
and over the last decade and a half  the team at RS Software 
has continually developed products that are miles ahead of  their 
competition. As a Microsoft Partner, it is RS Software’s mission 
to create new and innovate software products, which would be 
found from Microsoft, Apple and other cutting edge software 
companies. From custom reporting tools to financial analysis 
tools to label design tools, the RS Software team has produced 
tools that work like you’d expect: easily and intuitively. When 
you combine this with web and iPad clinical tools that allow you 
to better manage your patients’ health, RS Software becomes 
the technology partner in your pharmacy that you have always 
wanted and have always expected to be there.

Always innovating, RS Software provides pharmacy owners 
with a wide range of  tools. We are pleased to announce that our 
foundation softwares, Script Assist and Compound Assist, have 
been upgraded.

Script Assist Overview
Script Assist is designed to help your pharmacy business function 
efficiently and effectively. Use Script Assist for dispensing 
prescriptions and billing third party claims. Build prescriptions, 
send claims to insurance, keep patient history records, check 
drug interactions, and more with this powerful and easy-to-
use software. With its familiar ‘Windows’ interface, Script 
Assist is simple to learn, use, and integrate into your workflow.  

Script Assist will help you manage your retail or compounding 
practice while simplifying and growing your business!

Features of Script Assist
• Queue Workflow

• Automatic Allergy + Interaction Processing

• User Control

• Quickbooks Integration

• Long-Term Care

• MAR (Medication Administration Record)

• CaraSolva & Accu-Flow Integration

• Batch Processing

• DUR Data

• Compound Assist Connection

• Automatic Updates

• Label Designer

• POS Integration (Emporos and Many More)

Compound Assist Overview
Compound Assist is compounding software used to keep track 
of  formulas and record when formulas are compounded. 
This extremely user-friendly software program comes with 
approximately 3,000 chemical records pre-loaded that can be 
modified or added to. It also comes pre-loaded with approximately 
2,500 peer-reviewed formula templates.

Compound Assist helps you track chemical ingredients, 
expired ingredients and general stock. With helpful alerts and 
a customizable workflow designer, Compound Assist is sure to 
improve the efficiency in your compounding pharmacy business.

Features of Compound Assist
• Queue Workflow

• 3,000 Pre-Loaded Chemical Records

• 2,500 Peer-Reviewed Formula Templates

• Easy Balance Integration

• Customizable Themes

• Barcode Scanning

• Formula Sharing

• Tracks Inventory and Price Information

• Tracks Prescriptions

• Extensive Report System




